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Brain glucose utilisation in acquired childhood
aphasia associated with a sylvian arachnoid cyst:
recovery after shunting as demonstrated by PET

A G De Volder, Ch Michel, C Thauvoy, G Willems, G Ferriere

Abstract
Regional brain glucose utilisation was
investigated with PET and fluoro-
deoxyglucose (FDG) in a case of epileptic
aphasia (Landau-Kleffner syndrome)
associated with a left sylvian arachnoid
cyst. CT and MRI had failed to disclose
any mass effect of the cyst on surround-
ing brain structures. Sequential meta-
bolic measurements showed a
comparable pronounced hypometabo-
lism in cortical regions around the cyst,
involving speech areas, and suggested
mild but chronic compression of the
developing brain. After placement of a
cyst-peritoneal shunt system, significant
metabolic improvement occurred in all
cortical regions, especially the inferior
frontal gyrus and the perisylvian area,
with predominant residual deficit in the
left superior temporal gyrus. These find-
ings were correlated with a pronounced
increase in word fluency and slower
progress in verbal auditory comprehen-
sion. This report suggests that PET is
able to evaluate the functional distur-
bances associated with expanding arach-
noid cysts, and to follow the neurological
improvement after drainage.

( Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1994;57:296-300)
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Arachnoid cysts are intra-arachnoid col-
lections of cerebrospinal fluid. Congenital in
origin, they are associated with epilepsy in
about 18% of patients and may cause neuro-

logical deficit through expansion that can

compress normal neural tissue.1 2 Although
recent advances have elucidated the patho-
genesis and radiological manifestations of
arachnoid cysts, the choice of diagnostic and
therapeutic methods remains controversial.'
This led us to investigate the regional glucose
metabolism in a case of epileptic aphasia
associated with an arachnoid cyst located in
the sylvian fissure, near cortical speech areas.

So far as we know, studies of brain metabo-
lism in children with arachnoid cysts have not
been reported. As glucose, with oxygen, is the
main substrate of the brain at all ages,
regional brain glucose utilisation provides an
index of local neural function. The present
work describes three studies of glucose metab-
olism performed in the same patient, at two
year intervals, before and after cyst-peritoneal
shunting. The results obtained in this individ-
ual case suggest a strong relation between

regional brain metabolism, functional con-
sequences of expanding cysts, and response
to drainage.

Case report
The patient was a white male aged 10 years at
the time of the first metabolic study. Early
psychomotor development was uneventful,
with an apparently normal acquisition of lan-
guage. A progressive decline of verbal fluency
was first noted at age five, and complete
mutism became established in a few months.
This severe aphasia was associated with verbal
auditory agnosia, aggressive behaviour, hyper-
kinesis, and clumsiness. During this period at
least one atypical absence with palpebral
myoclonic jerks was seen. The child was con-
sidered to be psychotic, however, and
remained unmedicated. A CT scan, per-
formed at age seven, revealed the presence of
an extraparenchymal cystic mass containing
fluid in the left middle cranial fossa, extending
over the cerebral convexity to the frontopari-
etal region. Although the portion of the skull
covering the cyst was bulging and thinned,
there was no distortion of the midline, nor
apparent displacement of adjacent brain
structures and the collection was considered
to be a benign arachnoid cyst. Studies by
EEG disclosed bilateral multifocal spike and
spike-wave complexes, with a slight predomi-
nance over the left temporal region.
Treatment with valproate abolished the
discharges but did not improve the aphasic
disturbances. Six months later, a sleep EEG
revealed continuous spike-wave activity dur-
ing slow sleep, a condition known as electrical
status epilepticus of sleep. Treatment with
ACTH resulted in a normalisation of sleep,
but did not ameliorate the speech disorder.
The child was still treated with valproate

when referred to our institution. Detailed gen-
eral and neurological examinations were
normal except for aphasia and motor hyper-
activity. Five words could be uttered labori-
ously in a correct context and verbal
comprehension was reduced to the child's
name. The intensity of speech dysfunction
had forced the patient to develop the use of a
sign language, gestures, drawings, and multi-
ple facial mimics expressing emotion. The
disturbance in decoding sounds extended far
beyond the verbal field. Acquired deafness
was ruled out by auditory evoked potentials.
EEG displayed normal background rhythms
with slow 0-waves in the temporal regions and
rare atypical spike-wave complexes (3-4 Hz)
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over the left temporoparietal region. Sleep
abnormalities had disappeared and wake
epileptogenic paroxysms subsided in a few
weeks. An MRI scan confirmed the presence
of a mega-arachnoid cyst of the sylvian fissure,
extending to the left parietal convexity
(figure). MRI was helpful in delineating the
sharp irregular medial cyst's margin and in
excluding the existence of associated cerebral
atrophy. There was no overlying brain tissue, a
finding commonly seen in porencephaly.
Remedial treatment of the speech disorder
included labial reading, the set up of a com-
munication tool with pictograms, pictures and
written words, rehabilitation of voice and
articulation, decoding of sounds and verbal
messages, and learning of syntaxic structures
by a combination of contemporary methods
of speech training (Carrier, Dubard, and
Pace). The sequential language testing con-
sisted of analysis of spontaneous speech,
object naming, repetition, auditory discrimi-
nation, and comprehension.

Extradural pressure monitoring, performed
eight months after the first PET study, gave
values ranging from 10 to 20 mmHg in close
proximity to the cystic lesion. In the absence
of obvious symptoms of intracranial hyperten-
sion, this was considered a sufficient reason
not to operate. Moreover, during the two first

years of speech therapy there was a gradual
progression in language output, with increase
of vocabulary up to 100 words. The auditory
agnosia subsided, despite some residual dis-
ability to differentiate the vowels. The child
became able to understand simple orders and
to spot two critical units in a sentence
(success rate 40%). The spontaneous speech
production still remained limited however,
with verbal stereotypes and dysarthria. This
initial recovery phase was followed by a stag-
nant period during which the speech
improved very little, and the boy became dis-
couraged. As similar metabolic results were
obtained with the second PET study, surgery
was considered necessary. A cyst-peritoneal
shunting was placed 10 months later, and led
to diminished cyst size and clinical improve-
ment. Eight months after the shunting proce-
dure, language functions were reassessed.
There was a significant increase in verbal
fluency and articulation, with spontaneous
production of word combinations to form
elaborate agrammatic sentences. Receptive
function improved moderately, but success
rate for recognition of two critical elements
increased to 90%. Neuropsychological studies
of higher brain functions showed a normal IQ
(93) on the Hiskey-Nebraska scale. After the
last PET scan study, carried out nine months
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Figure Top: MRI (upper left), and PET images at the level of the basal ganglia, before (upper middle) and after (upper right) shunting. The right side
of the head is to the reader's left. On MRI image (T2-weighted, 1 5 T: TR 2180 ms, TE 100 ms, thickness 8 mm) the irregular inner wall of the left
sylvian arachnoid cyst is clearly delineated, without evidence of associated dysplasia. Preoperative PET image shows prominent hypometabolism in cortical
regions surrounding the cyst, including speech areas. On the postoperative PET there is a pronounced improvement ofglucose utilisation in all brain areas,
with residual deficit in the left superior temporal gyrus. Colour bars are percentage ofmean grey metabolism. For a better comparison of the regional
pattern, each study is rescaled to its own maximum. Bottom: Three dimensional reconstruction of the metabolic surface of the brain, preoperatively (left)
and after shunting (right), showing the re-expansion offfunctional brain tissue after drainage.
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after surgery, valproate dose was slowly
reduced without an intercurrent event.

Methods
Positron emission data were collected with an

ECAT III one ring tomograph and the
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) autoradiographic
method, following a protocol described previ-
ously.4 Eight brain levels were studied sequen-
tially in the canthomeatal orientation, starting
35 minutes after FDG injection. Images with
a thickness of 15 mm full width at half maxi-
mum, were acquired at 1 cm intervals and
reconstructed at an in plane resolution of 9
mm full width at half maximum. Attenuation
correction was carried out with a contour
finding algorithm and an effective attenuation
coefficient of 0-088.5 When an arterial input
function was available, images of emission
density were transformed into maps of glu-
cose metabolism.6 Irregular regions of interest
were drawn on the images by reference to
common neuroanatomical hallmarks, to MRI
scan, to a neuroanatomical atlas,7 and to a
series of normal anatomical brain slices pre-
pared in the same orientation. The repro-
ducibility of the procedure was estimated in
test-retest studies in resting volunteers, giving
an intraindividual coefficient of variation of
6'5% in mean grey-matter metabolism.8

Parents gave their informed consent before
the PET studies, the protocol of which had
been approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of the University of Louvain. The
patient fasted for at least four hours and was
studied (three times at two year intervals) at
rest, in the supine position, with eyes open
and ears unplugged. Concentrations of val-
proate in blood ranged between 60 and 80
,ug/ml. No sedation was given. FDG (100
,uCi/kg body weight) was injected intra-
venously. For input curve determination, a

24 gauge catheter (Abbocath) was inserted
into the radial artery under local anaesthesia

with bupivacain. Because for technical rea-
sons no arterial input curve could be obtained
in the two preoperative studies, all regional
values of FDG uptake were expressed as a

percentage of an average activity defined over
large areas of cortical grey matter. These were

compared with reference values obtained in
33 young healthy volunteers (mean age 22
years), studied at rest with eyes closed.
Regional values were considered abnormal
when deviating by more than 2 SD from con-
trol data.

Results
The table shows the relative metabolic values.
A perfect match in the head's position
between the three studies could not be
achieved. The data collection mode was such,
however, that the entire volume of cortical
areas surrounding the cyst was sampled in
adjacent, slightly overlapping sections. Only
well defined regions of interest were matched
on corresponding images in the three analy-
ses. It is apparent that preoperative studies
gave reproducible results: relative metabolic
rates were significantly decreased (2 SD crite-
rion) in all cortical structures adjacent to the
cyst, with a clear deficit in the left insula.
There was a profound decrease of FDG
uptake in the inferior frontal region including
Broca's area, and in the superior temporal
gyrus. A slight involvement of the whole left
temporal cortex was disclosed, though not sig-
nificant in terms of relative rates. There was
also evidence of low FDG accumulation in
the left thalamus on visual inspection of meta-
bolic images. Other brain regions were not
significantly affected. There was no cerebellar
asymmetry. Nine months after the shunting
procedure, the uptake map indicated a signifi-
cant increase in glucose utilisation in all previ-
ously affected areas. There was a prominent
improvement in the left insular region and in
the inferior frontal gyrus, including Broca's

Table Relative values ofglucose utiisation in control subjects and the patient

Patient

Control subjects Study 1 Study 2 Study 3
Brain regions (mean (SD)) (preoperative) (preoperative) (postoperative)

Right frontal cortex 111-23 (5 46) 110-46 108-42 113-95
Left frontal cortex 108-67 (5-12) 108-09 107-11 118-76
Right temporal cortex 98-66 (4 03) 104-47 104-06 99 10
Left temporal cortex 97 99 (3 79) 93-18* 93.31* 96-54
Right parietal cortex 94-34 (4-41) 103-29 101-33 97-22
Left parietal cortex 93-91 (4 29) 97-59 98-87 95-67
Right visual cortex 99 79 (7 04) 117-76 116-88 111-40
Left visual cortex 99 70 (6-14) 111-97 114-78 111-79
Right insula 98-74 (4 40) 94-43 94-34 98-25
Left insula 96-27 (4 26) 67-58** 79-27** 90-38*
Right striatum 99-63 (4-37) 100-50 97-86 100-49
Left striatum 99 44 (4 74) 97 39 98-80 101-13
Right thalamus 90 53 (5-59) 90-56 88-35 92-22
Left thalamus 89-14 (5-75) 84-21 82-25* 94-51
Right frontomesial cortex 103-87 (4-86) 99-52 103-37 102-54
Left frontomesial cortex 104-34 (4 44) 101 99 102-27 106-56
Right inferior frontal gyrus 112-02 (5 04) 108-46 107-44 114 19
Left inferior frontal gyrus 109-75 (5 59) 86-92** 84-28** 101 09*
Right superior temporal gyrus 99-58 (3 66) 97-39 97 35 98-19
Left superior temporal gyrus 97-11 (384) 66-74** 66-06** 82-02**

**Decreased by >2SD; *decreased by > 1SD.
Metabolic rates are expressed in % ofmean grey metabolism. Studies 1 and 2 were performed preoperatively at two year intervals;
the third analysis was carried out nine months after cyst-peritoneal shunting.
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area. A significant residual deficit was found
in the left superior temporal gyrus only. Post-
treatment values were within the normal
range in the thalamus. Absolute quantifica-
tion, obtained in the last study, yielded a
value of mean glucose metabolism of 50-98
,umol/I100 g/min, which is in the normal range
for our laboratory. Absolute regional values
were in agreement with the relative uptake
maps. The figure shows the PET images

Discussion
These studies showed a significant decrease of
glucose utilisation in all grey structures sur-
rounding the arachnoid cyst, with predomi-
nant alterations at the level of the posterior
inferior frontal region, including Broca's area,
in the superior temporal gyrus, and in the left
thalamus. This uptake map was consistent
with the clinical signs of acquired global, both
motor and sensory, aphasia. After cyst-
peritoneal shunting, a significant improve-
ment in glucose metabolism was seen in the
frontal areas, the insular region, and in the
thalamus, whereas it was less obvious in the
superior temporal gyrus. This pattern seemed
strongly correlated with the clinical response,
characterised by a much better language out-
put.
The limitations of the autoradiographic

PET/FDG method and its application to
neurological diseases in childhood have been
discussed elsewhere.9 No age matched control
data are available and the rate constants have
never been measured in the brains of children.
The use of adult reference values is accept-
able, however, because the discussion is based
primarily on the regional pattern, which is
reached after two years and would not change
between 10 and 14. The state of alertness of
the child during the procedure is extremely
variable, and its assessment on an objective
basis is precluded, especially in an aphasic
subject. Although whole brain metabolism
undergoes important variations with the
emotional state and might yield slightly
different results in the frontal and temporal
areas,'0 it could not account for the differ-
ences in the selective left perisylvian region.
The association of an intracranial arach-

noid cyst with the onset of a Landau-Kleffner
syndrome has not been reported so far.
Although it is becoming increasingly evident
that not all patients with Landau-Kleffner
syndrome display the same clinical, EEG, and
evolutionary features, the lack of convulsive
seizures and the absences seen in the present
case were atypical. The frequency of clinical
attacks in Landau-Kleffner syndrome, how-
ever, is variable and ocular myoclonies have
been mentioned." Although the precise dura-
tion of EEG paroxysms in our case is not
known, there are sufficient clinical arguments
to consider that the association of acquired
expressive and receptive aphasia with hyperki-
nesis and continuous spike and wave activity
during slow sleep belong to the syndrome."
Consequently our metabolic findings may not
be applicable to all patients with Landau-

Kleffner syndrome.
Notwithstanding those reservations, our

study provides original data on the effects of
an arachnoid cyst on regional cerebral func-
tion. The morphological appearance of the
sylvian cavity (by far the most common loca-
tion), its clearly defined irregular border, the
bulging of the skull, and the absence of obvious
structural lesions in surrounding brain areas
are typical of the benign malformations of
developmental origin called "congenital
arachnoid cysts"."312 Those cystic masses,
which can often exist around functionally
important brain regions without overtly inter-
fering with function, have sometimes been
considered to be space occupying collections
secondary to temporal dysgenesis, especially
in the cases of epilepsy. The identical size of
affected and contralateral temporal lobes on
the MRI image, however, the absence of any
asymmetry of the ventricles, and, above all,
the extensive metabolic impairment in phylo-
genetically distinct brain areas argue against
this hypothesis. Paetau et all" recently
reported the association of an arachnoid cyst
with pachygyric cortex, undetected by MRI.
The normal values obtained with epidural
pressure monitoring were firstly considered to
support the dysgenesis theory. The accuracy
of this indirect measurement remains ques-
tionable, however, due to the lack of transmis-
sion of intracranial pressure to the epidural
space. 4 The definite diagnosis was not estab-
lished by biopsy, because efforts at cyst wall
excision are not devoid of morbidity, whereas
the more simple shunting procedure usually
provides a satisfactory outcome and is safer.
Nevertheless, although some degree of tem-
poral dysgenesis cannot be excluded, the
brain tissue re-expansion after surgery argues
against this hypothesis. Whatever the precise
nature of the cyst, metabolic deficits were
strongly correlated with clinical symptoms,
and PET offered superior diagnostic informa-
tion to determine whether surgery was neces-
sary or not.
The prominent metabolic disturbances

involved brain areas related to language func-
tions. The dominant inferior frontal region
and its posterior part, including Broca's area,
have previously been identified as important
for articulate speech and word fluency.15-17 It
is a striking feature in our case that metabo-
lism in these regions improved noticeably
after surgery, whereas clinical benefit con-
cerned predominantly speech production. By
contrast the superior temporal gyrus recov-
ered moderately. This area is considered to
subserve interpretation of acoustic signals.'6
In addition, as word comprehension and
instructions to make judgments about speech
signals seem to rely on lateralised neural
systems in the left hemisphere,'7 it hardly
suggests that the left superior temporal
gyrus would play a crucial part in the child's
receptive disturbances. The pulvinar, the
largest of the thalamic nuclei, projects heavily
to the temporal cortex. It is tempting to sug-
gest that the extinction of thalamic activity
preoperatively was due to a functional deaf-
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ferentation, related to chronic disturbances in
corticothalamic connections on the left side.

Auditory agnosia cannot be explained in
children on the basis of unilateral brain dam-
age. Because bilateral structural and meta-
bolic involvement were not seen in our case,
some transient functional disturbances must
have occurred before the PET analyses were
performed, to elucidate the syndrome.
Metabolic deficits in the temporal lobes have
been described in Landau-Kleffner syndrome
during the active phase of the illness.'8 It is
possible that bilateral epileptic activity, which
had already subsided when the patient was
admitted, had produced sufficient functional
exclusion of the cortical areas in a period criti-
cal for language development." Whereas the
prognosis of Landau-Kleffner syndrome is
usually poor, the sequellae obtained were in
addition slightly exacerbated by the mass
effect of the cyst on speech areas, and
recovered partly after shunting. Provided this
impression is confirmed in further cases, our
finding suggests that the PET/FDG method
may be a suitable tool for following the
neurological evolution of Landau-Kleffner
syndrome and for the investigation of
functional consequences of arachnoid cysts.
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